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Young girls who have never worn makeup or haven't experimented around with it very much will really benefit from this
book. This book teaches you the very basics of make-up from A to Z. There are many techniques and tips given to the
youthful reader that may greatly advantage her including skin cleansing and removal. In addition, it teaches how exactly
to apply the fundamentals of makeup. This publication lays out the training curve of the make-up world plain and simple.
This book does just that- it sheds plenty of light upon this subject. Therefore many young girls don't possess a clue as
where to start when it comes to wearing make-up for the first time. If you're a father or mother of a girl whose
becoming interested in makeup, this reserve is a definite on her behalf!
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Usually do not buy this book No teenager is going to read this book. It really is only 35 web pages of print. No pictures
I'm not sure how you can have a book on makeup without images. Did not like this book Did not such as this book!
Bought it for my niece who's trying make up for the very first time but she'd find out more just checking out youtube
clips.! Bought it for my 15 calendar year old girl thinking it would have got at least a few pictures showing what they
were talking about One Star must have been free Decent for a young "tween" Got this for my niece that's just learning
about make up application. Very easy examine that she went through in a couple hours, but many hours of reference
material obtainable! She liked the book. I don't recommend this "book" at all. The size of a pamphlet Just what a
complete waste of money. Five Stars Granddaughter enjoyed this. I assume I thought there will be some type of a how to
guide bu it really isn't.! My niece has no experience with make-up and I anticipated this book to have illustrations for
her to follow along with appropriate tips about application for young teens. I was disappointed in this publication
considering a person who is learning constitute basics wouldn't be interested in a text-heavy book.
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